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CMOS Switched-Op-Amp-Based Sample-and-Hold Circuit

Liang Dai and Ramesh Harjani

Abstract—This paper presents a sample-and-hold design that
is based on a switched-op-amp topology. Charge injection errors
are greatly reduced by turning off transistors in the saturation
region instead of the triode region as is the case for traditional
MOS switches. The remaining clock feedthrough error is mostly
signal-independent and is cancelled out by a pseudodifferential
topology. Switched-op-amps are designed and fabricated in a
2-µ CMOS technology. The measurement results show that the
harmonics are at least 78 dB below the signal level. Both the
measurement results from fabricated IC’s and simulation results
suggest the potential benefits of this approach in comparison to
traditional switched-capacitor circuits.

Index Terms—Analog–digital conversion, charge injection,
sample-and-hold circuits, switched opamp.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
AMPLE-AND-HOLD (S/H) circuits are important

building blocks in data-converter systems. Traditional

switched-capacitor (SC) techniques take advantage of the

excellent properties of on-chip capacitors and MOS switches

and permit the realization of numerous analog sampled-data

circuits. Unfortunately, channel charge injection and clock

feedthrough are the major sources of errors when the switch is

turned off. Though many switching techniques [1]–[3] and cir-

cuit topologies [4]–[7] have been proposed and developed, the

nonlinearity caused by charge injection and clock feedthrough

still limits circuit performance, particularly in high-resolution

data converters.

A MOS transistor holds mobile charges in its channel when

it is on. When the transistor is turned off, a certain portion of

this charge is released from the channel to the hold capacitor

, and the rest is transferred back to the voltage source [8],

[9]. The charge transferred onto the hold capacitor while the

transistor is turned off determines the total error as a result of

charge injection. Clock feedthrough via the gate-to-source and

gate-to-drain parasitic capacitances also contribute to this error.

However, this error is largely voltage independent and less prob-

lematic. Charge injection and clock feedthrough are the primary

errors that set the maximum usable resolution of an S/H. In

the next few sections, we provide more detailed analysis about

charge injection and clock feedthrough and propose a new tech-

nique based on switched op-amps (SOP’s) to dramatically re-

duce this error.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We introduce

channel charge injection and clock feedthrough errors in Sec-

tion II. In Section III, we show our design for the SOP-based S/H

topology with some preliminary simulations and discussions. In
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Section IV, measurement results are provided for our example

design. These are followed by some conclusions in Section V.

II. CHARGE INJECTION/CLOCK FEEDTHROUGH

In this section, we analyze channel charge injection and clock

feedthrough errors and show that by turning off MOS devices

while they are in the saturation region, all the channel charge

flows into the source, leaving the drain terminal unaffected.

As a result, signal-dependent channel charge injection error no

longer exists.

The mechanism for charge injection and clock feedthrough

can be illustrated with the help of Fig. 1. When a MOS switch

is on, it operates in the triode region and has approximately

zero voltage drop across the drain and source. There is a finite

amount of channel charge in the inversion layer underneath the

gate, which is given by [10]

(1)

where

, width and length of the MOS transistor, respec-

tively;

gate capacitance per unit area;

gate-to-source voltage;

device threshold voltage.

Since the charge injected into the input source has no effect

on the sampled-and-held value, we will concentrate only on the

charge injected onto . Given that the fraction of the channel

charge that flows into is , the voltage change due

to the injected channel charge is given by (2). The fraction

depends on both the source and drain voltages as well as the

impedances seen by them. So the parameters , and in

(2) all depend on the input signal voltage and lead to nonlinear

signal distortion

(2)

Similarly the clock feedthrough error due to the overlap

and fringe capacitance is given by (3) where stands for

the parasitic capacitance and and are the high- and

low-voltage values of the clock [10]. Contrary to channel charge

injection error given by (2), clock feedthrough error is largely

independent of the input signal

(3)

If, on the other hand, we are able to operate the MOSFET in

the saturation region, then the channel will be pinched off and

disconnected from the drain. In Fig. 2 a comparison is shown

between the channel sheet model for a MOSFET operated in

the triode region (top) and in the saturation region (bottom). If

0018–9200/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Charge injection and clock feedthrough mechanism.

the hold capacitor is connected to the drain side, then when the

transistor is turned off, all the channel charge will be injected

into the source region while the drain side remains unaffected.

Using this basic concept, in the following sections, we pro-

pose a SOP [11] based S/H, in which the MOS transistors at the

output node are turned off while they are operated in the satura-

tion region. Hence no channel charge will flow into the output

node. Clock feedthrough error, due to the parasitic gate-to-drain

capacitance, still exists, but it is largely signal-independent and

can be cancelled out by using a differential topology.

III. SWITCHED-OP-AMP-BASED SAMPLE-AND-HOLD CIRCUITS

In this section, we introduce our SOP-based S/H design,

where our idea of turning off devices in the saturation region

is implemented. First, we build a simplified model for our

design and discuss the impact of circuit nonidealities. We then

show our S/H circuit design and discuss its advantages over

traditional SC S/H circuits.

A. Model and Simulation Results

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of an SOP-based S/H. During

the sample mode, the SOP behaves just like a regular op-amp.

If the op-amp is assumed to be ideal, then during the sample

mode, the S/H output follows the input. In the hold mode, the

SOP is shut off and node is held at high impedance. So the

charge on is preserved throughout the hold mode. The output

buffer is operational during both the hold and sample modes and

provides the voltage sampled on the capacitor at the output.

To further reduce the signal-independent error caused by

clock feedthrough, we use a pseudodifferential topology by

duplicating the circuit shown in Fig. 3. If the two circuit halves

are matched, then even this offset is cancelled out.

To verify this idea, we developed a simplified model for our

SOP-based S/H design as shown in Fig. 4. It has two indepen-

dent signal paths, which make the circuit pseudodifferential.

Each signal path is an SOP-based signal-ended S/H. The differ-

ential pair in the operational transconductance amplifier (OTA)

input stage is modeled by blocks. and convert the

output currents from the blocks into voltages, which con-

trol the gates of and of the output stage. Both the current

source and the switches and are controlled by the clock

. When is high, the switches are on, supplies bias current,

and the circuit is in sample mode. As goes low, the switches

turn on and pull the gate voltages of and down to ground,

turning them off. The bias current is also turned off, leaving

the drains of and at high impedance. Now the S/H is

in the hold mode. The hold capacitors retain the sampled value

and transfer it to the output via the unity gain buffers.

Fig. 2. Channel charge in (top) triode and (bottom) saturation.

Fig. 3. Switched-op-amp-based S/H circuit.

We performed a transient analysis of the circuit using

HSPICE with a sinusoidal input signal using Level 3 models

for the MOS devices. The charge conservation algorithm was

invoked by setting the option CAPOP . Fig. 5 shows the

differential sampled-and-held waveform where no nonideality

can be observed.

To further evaluate the nonlinearity, we generated the power

spectral density (PSD) of the input and the simulated (via

HSPICE) differential output signals using Matlab. A total of

216 data samples with 1000 samples per signal cycle were

used. The data were windowed using the Blackman windowing

function. The result is shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the even-order harmonics have been com-

pletely eliminated by the differential topology. The third har-

monic of the differential output is below −102 dB, which cor-

responds to a 17-bit resolution. However, in reality, the resolu-

tion is likely to be even better than this, since we are limited

by the numerical error of our simulator. Since the signal is a

highly self-correlated sinusoidal waveform, some of the simu-

lator’s numerical error appears as harmonics instead of white

noise. To validate this claim, we also computed the PSD of the

input sinusoidal waveform, and the harmonics of output wave-

form is only slightly higher than that of the input waveform. This

shows the superior linearity of our S/H circuit. This comparison

is not shown here due to space limitation. As device noise is not

modeled in this transient simulation, in practice, a higher noise

floor in expected.

Though not conclusive, these simulation results are indica-

tive of the performance that is provided with our new SOP-

based S/H. We provide further evidence with measurement re-

sults from fabricated IC’s in Section IV.

B. Circuit Implementation

We introduce the folded cascode SOP shown in Fig. 7.

through compose the regular slew-rate enhanced folded

cascode OTA [10], and and form the unity-gain output
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Fig. 4. Simplified model of the pseudodifferential SOP-based S/H.

Fig. 5. Simulation results for a complete cycle of sampled-and-held waveform.

buffer. Four switches, – , have been added to turn the

op-amp off at the end of the sample mode. In order to solve the

charge sharing problem that occurs when the op-amp turns off,

the clocks controlling nodes 3 and are slightly delayed

with respect to the clocks controlling are . Otherwise,

nodes 1 and 2 have the potential to share charge with capacitor

, when the op-amp turns off.

Since channel charge injection no longer exists, clock

feedthrough becomes the only source of error. The is due to the

overlap and fringe capacitance of the transistors and .

To minimize this error as well as the impact of the leakage

current when the devices are off, device widths for through

are minimized. The clock feedthrough errors due to

and are given by (4) and (5), where and

Fig. 6. Simulation results of the spectrum of the sampled-and-held waveform.

are the parasitic gate-to-drain capacitances of the NMOS and

PMOS devices

(4)

and

(5)

All the values in (4) and (5) are either signal-independent

or only a weak function of the input signal. The diffusion ca-

pacitances of the drains of and , which make up part

of the hold capacitance, are voltage-dependent. However, if de-

signed with sufficient care, the variation of the parasitic capaci-

tance due to the change of the input voltage will only be a small
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Fig. 7. Folded cascode switched op-amp in the unity-gain feedback configuration.

Fig. 8. Fabricated chip die photograph.

fraction of the total load capacitance. Moreover, since the clock

feedthrough errors from and have the opposite polari-

ties, they tend to cancel each other to some extent. Furthermore,

if we create a pseudodifferential version of the circuit and match

the devices at the output, this remaining error is further reduced.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Two of our example designs were fabricated in a 2-µCMOS

process. Circuit designs with transistors in both strong inver-

sion and weak inversion were generated. The die photograph

is shown in Fig. 8. The top circuit is an S/H capable of oper-

ating at 2 V of power supply, and its devices are operated in the

weak inversion. The bottom one is an S/H using folded-cascode

op-amps, as shown in Fig. 7. In this section, we provide mea-

surement results that were used to verify our design. As will be

seen, the measurement results are in good agreement with our

theoretical analysis and computer simulations.

Time-domain measurement results for the differential output

of the S/H with the folded cascode OTA’s for a sinusoidal input

signal is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. From this figure, it is clear

that the input continuous-time signal and the sampled-and-held

Fig. 9. A complete cycle of the differential sampled-and-held waveform.

Fig. 10. A close-up view of the differential sampled-and-held waveform.
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Fig. 11. Spectrum of the differential output waveform for the folded cascode
S/H.

signal are perfectly aligned without noticeable offset or non-

linear errors. To further verify the operation of the S/H cir-

cuit, we performed a spectrum analysis of the differential output

waveform. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 11. Each

op-amp was biased at 0.8-µA current. For this test, a 1-kHz si-

nusoidal input signal was sampled at a frequency of 10 kHz.

In Fig. 11, we see that the harmonics are buried in the noise

floor, which is 78 dB below the signal. Hand calculations for

the thermal noise of the op-amps for our capacitor size and bias

conditions agree with these measurement results. A better de-

sign with less thermal noise could have been achieved by in-

creasing the transconductance of the input differential pairs.

The S/H designed with devices in weak inversion was also

tested, and similar performance was observed except for a

higher noise floor due to the lower transconductance of the

input differential pairs. Measurement results are not provided

here due to space limitations, but it turns out that our design

concepts are also valid for devices operated in the weak

inversion region.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel S/H design was introduced. The

switches are turned off in the saturation region rather than in

the triode region as in traditional MOS switches. Hence, the

channel charge injection error is completely removed. The re-

maining signal-dependent clock feedthrough error is cancelled

out by a pseudodifferential structure. In applications where

the signal-independent offset is not important, a single-ended

version of the S/H can be used. Simulation and measurement

results show good agreement with our analysis.

Since our research motivation was for extremely low-power

medical applications, our designs concentrated on signals at low

frequencies. However, the basic idea can be extended to high-

frequency applications. Since our design does not suffer from

charge injection error, which is input signal-dependent, we ex-

pect to achieve the same linearity even with a smaller load ca-

pacitance. Thus high-speed operation can be achieved.
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